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The Emerald credenza

Designed as much for its 
beauty as for its practicality 
and versatility, this elegant 
filing cabinet boasts a variety 
of interior options and several 
wood finishes from which 
to choose — customizable 
to fit your life perfectly.

The credenza is available 
in four sizes: 

 � 25” long unit on casters, and

 � 49”, 72” or 95” long 
versions with sleek, 
laser-cut metal legs.

Everything we produce is 
built to outlast its owners, 
so we use the best materials 
possible for the piece: 

 � veneered oak or walnut 
plywood, with 

 � thick solid hardwood 
edging,

 � hand rubbed with non-toxic 
natural oil and wax finish, 

 � assembled with mortise 
and tenon joints, and 

 � fitted with the best 
hardware available.

Emerald One
 inches cm
L 25 1/4 6.41
H 24 5/8 62.5
D 20 3/4 52.7

Emerald Two
 inches cm
L 48 5/8 123.5
H 30 76.2
D 20 3/4 52.7

Emerald Three
 inches cm
L 72 128.8
H 30 76.2
D 20 3/4 52.7

Emerald Four
 inches cm
L 95 3/8 242.3
H 30 76.2
D 20 3/4 52.7
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Choose the vinyl storage rack to house over a hundred of your favourite albums. 
Innovative cable management at the back of the cabinet makes connectivity a snap. 
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Alternatively, you can specify a different interior for those items you use regularly. Shelves 
are a practical choice for table linens and dishware, or stationary and office supplies.
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The credenza was initial created to house files in a more pleasing way than a conventional 
filing cabinet. When you add an interior drawer, everything you need to keep your 
paperwork in order is close at hand and clear of your home or office space.  
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Why not fit a wine rack in one of the interior cabinets—ideal for a small 
bar. The wine rack holds 12 bottles horizontally and another six upright, 
complemented by an optional cocktail set housed in the inner drawer.



The internal drawer displays a cocktail service. On the opposite page the optional solid end-grain 
chopping board — available in white oak or black walnut— is the perfect place for creating cocktails.
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Every credenza is fitted with a lid so you can easily access the rear of the 
compartments. A useful spot to hide important files and manage A/V cables without 
hassle, you might also stow spirits away from sight but within easy access.
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shelving

Shelving, ideal for tableware, glasses and linens. The top shelf is 
fixed 6” (15cm) from the top. The bottom shelf is adjustable.

wine rack

A solid wood wine rack, with space to house a dozen 
bottles and six of your largest glasses.

record storage

Vinyl storage rack with room for more than a 100 albums.

file drawer

A file drawer in matching wood supported by 
purposefully engineered soft closing slides.

Your credenza will have one, two, three or four bays depending on the size 
of the unit you’ve chosen. There are four main options for each bay. These 
options are shown in the centre bay of the illustrations below.

(The Emerald Three credenza is shown below without door/drawer front for clarity.)
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All units come with a fixed shelf 6” (15 cm) from the top, great for general storage and ideal for 
A/V electronics with easy cable management. An internal drawer or chopping board can be 
added to the top portion of each bay. Cocktail service or writing tool tray are also available for 
internal drawers. Every unit is equipped with an opening lid, placing the contents within reach.

shelving

Shelf fixed 6” (15 cm) from the top for general storage and is also 
ideal for A/V electronics with easy cable management. Store 
tumbler glasses above the wine rack, an amplifier above records.

internal drawer

Each internal drawer is 4” (10 cm) high, 11.25” 
(28.5 cm) deep and 19.5” (49.5 cm) long.

cocktail service

The cocktail service is particularly special. A solid wood drawer 
tray discreetly holds all your bar tools neatly. When the unit’s lid 
is open you can access a hidden compartment at the rear for your 
favourite spirits. Alternatively a writing tool tray is also available.

chopping board

The solid end grain chopping board is a perfect complement to the 
cocktail service, providing you with a large beautiful work surface.
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Like all the pieces we create, the one we craft for you will fit your life perfectly and last for 
generations. Creating the perfect piece is easy. Just follow the three steps below:

1. Select the size of your cabinet. 2. Select the wood species.

  1   white oak

  2   fir

  3   walnut

  4   black oak

  custom:  
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3. Select the interior options. 
Indicate your choices below each bay, based on the descriptions on the previous pages.

A B C D
 drawer  drawer  drawer  drawer

  adjustable shelf   adjustable shelf   adjustable shelf   adjustable shelf

  wine rack (12)   wine rack (12)   wine rack (12)   wine rack (12)

  vinyl rack (100+)   vinyl rack (100+)   vinyl rack (100+)   vinyl rack (100+)

+ + + +
  fixed upper shelf   fixed upper shelf   fixed upper shelf   fixed upper shelf

  chopping board   chopping board   chopping board   chopping board

  internal drawer:   internal drawer:   internal drawer:   internal drawer:

 writing tool tray  writing tool tray  writing tool tray  writing tool tray

 cocktail service  cocktail service  cocktail service  cocktail service

 custom  custom  custom  custom

A B C D
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